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Abstract – This study examines several academic and professional LinkedIn forums, and using a grounded theory perspective, observes three key lifelong learning interactions for participants—a) problem solving through shared learning and helping processes,” b) a technical features learning center for learning new interfaces and features, and c) social networking. These three interactions offer a preliminary understanding of the potential for LinkedIn forums as a lifelong learning space, and an innovation space where weak ties and transactive memory systems have the potential to affect multidisciplinary and transdisciplinary research practices, as well as create economic value for higher education by connecting active researchers to industry and other researchers.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper focuses on LinkedIn as an international social media space for professionals and academics coming from all over the world. LinkedIn offers a large range of different technical social media tools. Literature examining LinkedIn is still rare, especially with regard to understanding social action in the different sub-social spaces created by LinkedIn through interactive features. Therefore, possible economic outcomes and professional development opportunities for professionals and academics related to their LinkedIn professional social media practices have yet to be examined as well. Consequently, our work has to be considered as a professional “first insight” and work in progress paper.

LinkedIn is one of the most important professional virtual networks in Europe. Americans also understand the economic importance of this professional platform, as there often is lot of social interaction between Americans and Europeans via LinkedIn. By the end of 2013, 2 million [1,2] members used and trusted this social media platform. Members and non-members use it for different purposes, such as job searching, business promotion activities and professional social networking in general [3]. Information, technology, financial and higher education services together represent more than a half of the largest industries [2] active within LinkedIn. Therefore, due to this scope of use across key industries driving information economies, the economic and social media tool impact cannot be ignored any longer.

Our practical research focus examines learning behaviours of professionals and academics within forums that are part of the technical features offered by LinkedIn. Being an active professional within a virtual social space can be understood as representing value production, which, in turn, is part of the learning and research industry. Our main practical research question regarding professionals focuses on the content and form of learning behaviours within social sub-forums on LinkedIn. We have not been able to locate literature directly investigating LinkedIn Forums per se; thus, the gap we see between current literature and the economic practical and research value of LinkedIn as a lifelong learning space motivates our inquiry. Consequently, our research should be considered as exploratory in nature. It can also be seen as necessary to help both academics and industry reflect on how shared problem-solving, learning about new technical features, and social networking can effectively work together to create shared value and synergy in such a widely shared virtual space. We offer some initial practical insights about how social actions across and within any professional context can be translated into economic value.

UNDERSTANDING LINKEDIN FROM A SOCIAL MEDIA AND INTERACTIVE PERSPECTIVE

LinkedIn is a multifunctional social media tool. Although initially it appears like a collection of profiles that reveal both professional activity and networks, it can
be understood as much more when users begin to engage with LinkedIn’s interactive features. Using these features proactively enables researchers and other professionals to shape their profile in alignment with their career goals. At the same time, it also gives information that allows LinkedIn users to reflect on the current state of their professional ethos. Through LinkedIn’s interactive features, a new skill set for public engagement with lifelong learning in professional and academic life appears to be emerging. This skill set is affected by a combination of the affordances of LinkedIn interactive interfaces and the ways that users engage with them to co-construct their professional ethos. These skills include 1) creating a professional summary that reflects and constructs a member’s ethos, 2) engaging in forums to expand audiences and networks, 3) recognizing and understanding a broad, multidisciplinary set of potential clients, 4) understanding and working with algorithms underlying LinkedIn’s platform to actively shape one’s profile such as the one-click recommendations feature, and 5) working with the influence feature of LinkedIn groups to both learn and contribute to discussions.

LinkedIn’s interactive features are included in the interface through navigation tabs. Via these tabs, five major categories are suggested to help guide and shape the thinking of their users—an international professional and academic public. These are the “Home”, “Profile”, “Connections”, “Jobs” and “Interests”. “Home” offers the latest insights about the technical features and economic highlights of LinkedIn as an interface. “Profile” offers the opportunity for professionals and academics to submit an executive summary describing their current key activities, as well as include their employment history, experience, education, and other information from their resumé.

The action of posting a professional summary which is prominently located at the top of the profile, can be considered as a form of constructing a professional “brand”. Pringle [4] said that brands can be seen as a sort of engagement and a promise to future clients. Applying this perspective to LinkedIn forums as a space where professionals and academics are developing their social network brands within and across different professional fields, implies that LinkedIn as a platform also grants its members and potential members a right and opportunity to engage in forums for diverse professional discourses of their choice.

Within these forums, it regularly happens that professionals, launch a discussion related to a current work project in order to look for experts who are interesting in joining the project. Figure 1 offers an example of a researcher looking for a firm delivering recruits for a mobile qualitative study:

![Figure 1: LinkedIn Professional Business Opportunity Network Illustration](http://www.linkedin.com/profile/edit?trk=nav_responsive_sub_nav_edit_profile (14/07/11))

So, in the case of an independent researcher, this post can be seen as a form of professional positioning for being an expert in recruiting panels for qualitative studies. The action of making an announcement within a subforum can be seen as introducing a potential business opportunity.

A next step for Ms Nunez in our illustration would be to look through different professional profiles of forum members who left comments. This leads directly to their professional summaries because, once users “click” directly on the “name” of a member, the initial profile view includes a photo, name, professional title and the beginning of the member’s professional summary. So, the content of summary becomes important due to it’s prominence in the initial profile view. This summary represents not only a description of professional expertise but also can be understood as a kind of advertisement for professional competencies and services being offered to the forum. This constructed image of a LinkedIn member can be understood as a form of personal brand management, or individual branding. Understanding the professional summary as part of an initial step in LinkedIn interactions has implications for content choices that reflect and construct a LinkedIn member’s professional identity.

From this perspective, any professional with a LinkedIn profile can be understood to be giving a professional promise. Not only that they are being accurate about describing their professional experience, competencies and expertise, but they are actively engaging in building their professional ethos, or credibility, especially in the summary section. This can be seen as a kind of promise implies that in presenting a profile, each member has the professional skills to fulfil the expectations that their choices of wording in the summary section invoke for a variety of audiences across disciplines and professions. Figure 2 illustrates part of a LinkedIn profile presentation
of a professional, showing the picture and part of the professional summary.

![LinkedIn Executive Summary Illustration](http://www.linkedin.com/profile/edit?trk=nav_responsive_sub_nav_editeprofile (14/06/15))

A professional provides evidence designed to “prove” in Pringle’s sense of the branding promise [4], that his/her professional abilities relate directly to the subsequent descriptions of professional skills which communicate the LinkedIn profile owner’s professional experiences and education. Depending on a member’s professional goals within the social LinkedIn space, there are many ways to use this personal brand such as looking for a new position or searching for new business opportunities and professionals with common goals and interests to build one’s network. So, goes beyond the form of a public CV, because the engagement and history of participation in the forums works together with the profile content to connect audience expectations with the members’ experiences.

One metaphor that sheds light on the profile is to consider it to be a virtual version of a commercial window display that offers services and/or competencies as products. When the window displays in stores are interactive and allow the viewers to not only look, but also affect the display, they often attract more attention. A parallel can be seen in the action of being present within LinkedIn’s credible professional platform. A member’s LinkedIn presence signifies an interesting solution that allows one to go beyond a push model such as with professional web pages. Figure 3 demonstrates an example of professional experiences posted on a LinkedIn profile. It can be understood through a brand management frame here because of the necessity of constructing a professional image for potential clients and potential business and education networking.

For academics, the term “clients” can be seen as integrating students’ and their potential employers’ perspectives, as well as course clients, and clients from a consulting and research perspective. In the case of Figure 3 the researcher member demonstrates a combination of academic, public sector and private industry experience. This combination implies not only that the experience listed is accurate, but also that the professional will have skills in making connections between these three sectors, and potentially have the ability to act as a mediator between the sectors—bringing practical issues from the public sector and private sector experience into their understanding of academia, as well as the ways in which they frame and connect academic and practical problems.

![LinkedIn Brand Constructed Experiences Illustration](http://www.linkedin.com/profile/edit?trk=nav_responsive_sub_nav_editeprofile (14/06/15))

To demonstrate that their skills are recognized by others as well as themselves, professionals can receive recommendations linked directly to their professional skills from other professionals. These terms can be set by the professional proactively, or they can be generated from the profile content by LinkedIn automatically. They create an additional level of interaction—when a member adds a contact or begins to work with their profile in LinkedIn, the platform suggests recommendations that can be made with a single click. If a member clicks on a recommendation for another member, the member being recommended has the ability to decide whether or not they would like it added to their profile.

Figure 4 demonstrates some of the skills for which an academic or professional can be recommended. These recommendations are made by a member’s connections, and when people log into their own profiles, the LinkedIn platform suggests recommendation combinations for particular people and skills from their network. These recommendations can be accomplished with small effort—a simple click.

Sometimes, this can result in odd combinations if the member does not carefully control the choices. One of the authors ended up with synonyms—people who recommended them for teaching, and university teaching...
as separate categories. Once a synonym category has been accepted by a professional, it is included in the algorithms that LinkedIn uses to offer it as an option. This can also result in unintended consequences for the profile owner—for example, once a skill such as teaching becomes a big category, other skills related to the content one teaches can end up being relatively small in comparison.

Understanding and working with the algorithms that LinkedIn automatically adds to the profile based the contents is an example of a new skill that professionals need to be aware of—to constantly consider the possible consequences for accepting a recommendation. So, it is quite possible that these recommendations are actually affected by choices that the machine makes, which make it easier for others to recommend a professional for the most commonly recommended skills in that person’s profile. Meaning that if a professional chooses not to accept teaching recommendations or recommendations related to other skills that they do not necessarily want to profile, their network will be shown more content focused recommendations. So this process results in a co-constructed profile with recommendations from the network only being added with active approval from the professional. Thus, the acceptance or rejection of a recommendation by professional contacts is part of constructed brand identity management.

The example shows “LinkedIn influencers”, too. They are professionals contributing added value in the form of content productions to different social discussions. “Influencers” is a label and category created by LinkedIn which can distinguish leaders in their field. A professional can choose to “follow” influencers to help them stay current in their fields of interest. In turn, as one is followed by an increasing number, with high ratings for quality and regular postings, it reinforces and allows a member to retain their influencer status. Influencers are designated by their participation and the responses they garner within a given LinkedIn group. When the LinkedIn algorithms identify a set of actions and responses by forum participants which fits their definition of “Influencer,” the member’s postings are marked with an “Influencer logo.” In our practical research, we focused only on the “Groups” related to the “Interest” tab. So, “Groups” function like discussion forums—with active posters, as well as listeners who read but do not necessarily engage regularly to create LinkedIn content here. A LinkedIn Group can be understood as more than a blog in the sense of the general definition, “A personal website or web page on which an individual records opinions, links to other sites, etc. on a regular basis. » [5]. It also like a discussion forum, like the general definition states “An Internet site where users can post comments about a particular issue or topic and reply to other users’ postings; a message board. » [6]. Yet, at the same time, LinkedIn groups could also be understood as a space where active bloggers post back to their blogs, thus using the LinkedIn profile as part of a social media system for building their professional ethos. LinkedIn groups can
be seen as a connection space for both discussion and linking to blogs and other social media spaces.

“Group” affiliations can also be seen directly in the “Profile” category for each LinkedIn member. The list of Groups and their logos are displayed at the end of a member’s LinkedIn profile. Some of these groups are extensions of existing communities such as the Academy of Management or the IEEE, or University Alumni Societies. These are available to members of the societies. Other groups are emerging groups that can come from interest at a conference, or be set up around topics. Members can choose to join LinkedIn Groups with regard to their professional and/or academic interests.

As a member, one receives email notices about new topics with live links to encourage participation. Being active as a «group» member allows one to stay informed about new debates, on going debates, and news from “influencers.” As it is possible to see the Groups for one’s LinkedIn contacts, LinkedIn members can also learn about the activities and participation of their networks, and choose to join new groups by clicking on them from a connection’s profile. Thus, membership in groups, as well as participation, can play a part in building a professional ethos.

In order to integrate into a LinkedIn Group, LinkedIn members have to signal some interest not only in joining, but also in participating. That interest is seen through the major content discussions of LinkedIn forums examined here. So, future participants of a forum have to ask permission for access first. There is a procedure to follow if an individual wishes to join a forum within LinkedIn. In general, individuals already share interests with the group they choose to join before they even decide to ask for permission to access the group. Once an individual choses to join a group, an automatic message is send to the group manager. This choice to join can be understood as a virtual social action. Next, the individual has to wait for an answer from the group manager and in most cases, access is granted. The “new” member receives some kind of “welcome” message and information about a “code of conduct.” This last one represents an ethic code; behaviour rules are accepted by the “new member” and applied in future posts. Once, he or she receives this “welcome” message, the “new” member can directly access any group debates and participate in different ways. These possibilities include just reading the different posts, demonstrating a positive opinion on the post with the “like” function. There is also a possibility to “follow” a specific member, if a personal interest does exist toward that individual. This function allows members immediate access to the latest comments of the chosen person.

Debates within the forums can be started by anyone. When someone engages regularly, the LinkedIn system begins to attach labels such as “top contributor” or influencer, and shows their pictures on the interface to help them get known. These pictures link back to their profiles. In Figure 6, a topper introduces a debate with a link to an external study on Instagram.

Others are able to like or comment directly on it, and each comment can then subsequently be rated by users. These actions are all used by LinkedIn algorithms to calculate the labels of “top contributor” and “influencer” which can be understood as an indicator of an emerging ethos built on data from a user’s actions and others’ assessment of their quality derived from social media platforms.

In sum, LinkedIn is much more than an online version of a CV with links to a member’s professional network. It also offers a space through which professionals and academics can actively engage in building their ethos—both within communities in which they already participate such as the academic societies—the Academy of Management and the IEEE; and within new communities which can cross disciplinary boundaries and form around current issues or topics. The skills needed for effective engagement in LinkedIn are a starting place for investigating the role of social media in building and maintaining professional ethos.

**Knowledge Sharing within LinkedIn Groups as a Form of Lifelong Learning**

Our exploratory research focuses in particular knowledge sharing within LinkedIn groups as a form of lifelong learning. Using data from participation of LinkedIn members in both local and global groups, we conduct an exploratory analysis that compares and contrasts some examples demonstrating how LinkedIn groups are used in different contexts. Because of the large quantities of data that exist in virtual social spaces, our exploratory research focus was limited directly to the authors’ professional field of interest: Qualitative Research Forums on LinkedIn. Therefore, our research question is, «What do Professionals and Academics, as qualitative researchers,
learn from participation in global and local LinkedIn forums on this topic? And what implications does this learning have from a managerial perspective? These practical learning insights from a qualitative research social platform can serve as a benchmark for examining how these examples of learning are related to or distributed throughout other LinkedIn professional social networks focused in other professional areas.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of our main research question is to contribute to a better understanding of professional behaviour within LinkedIn Groups. As this is a work in progress paper, we take an experiential approach based on our experiences participating in qualitative research forums. The authors represent three researchers and professionals from different backgrounds and are involved in different LinkedIn forums. We are all interested in qualitative research and exchanges with other professionals coming from both academia and industry. Although we regularly read, participate and learn from people coming from both local and global contexts, we are not always consciously aware of our learning processes and ways in which these forums support our own lifelong learning processes as academics. To help us reflect on the implications and potential long term consequences for each of our own professional ethos building strategies related to our experiences in LinkedIn, we looked at the fields of social media, knowledge economy & knowledge management to position the content and context of LinkedIn as a social media and knowledge management tool. In addition, to engage with the notion of lifelong learning in social media forums, we looked to the fields of sociology, consumer behaviour and grounded theory. Thus, this literature review is more about finding concepts and issues to help us reflect on LinkedIn than placing LinkedIn in the context of other social media studies. We do this in order to foreground notions of knowledge and lifelong learning in the context of the LinkedIn platform.

LinkedIn could be treated using concepts in social media literature more from the technical information side [7-10]. Those references are more interested in how you can identify different frequencies of social action through adopted programs than in content identification and their production. We do not learn anything with regard to learning processes, participation and implications for ethos building strategies, or the actual content of these social media conversations. Mishne and de Rijke (2006) [7] identify different types of information needs for blog users as context- or concept-orientated. According to these authors [7], bloggers’ primary information needs focus on seeking new events, and secondarily on information leading to topics of interest. However, there was a lack of concepts related to the skills used to engage in social professional platforms, such as LinkedIn, from those references. Keikha (2012) [11] gives insights for how text streams can be ranked through methods. But none of this literature about blogs and forums focuses on LinkedIn forums explicitly. And Keikha (2012) [11] focuses more on methods than content. So the question of what we, as professionals and researchers, can learn from these LinkedIn Groups remains to be answered.

The focus on LinkedIn professional and academic forums is particularly interesting because they are not yet specifically being analysed via the scientific literature. From a knowledge economy perspective, they represent the economic potential of knowledge [2]. An example that points to this economic potential comes from demonstrating that key actors, like Jean-Claude Biver who is part of the Strategy Board of the LVMH Group and Founder and Chairman of the luxury watch brand Hublot, do accept personal invitations based on professional competencies. Figure 7, demonstrates the mail a LinkedIn member receives once he has accepted a professional invitation via LinkedIn.

Taking the example of Switzerland, within forums, such as Swiss Management Consultants, or the Swiss Roman Network, offline business meetings are organized for professionals to participate in business networking. Economic Actors, like Jean-Claude Biver or others, cannot be ignored from the Manager’s perspective. Many business exchanges and social interactions are communicated and even come about through this particular professional social network. LinkedIn cannot be compared to private social networks, like Facebook, because it is used by businesses for job recruitment and multiples business projects. In the case of Denmark, even as a place where online applications are directly linked to job descriptions posted by local industry. So, are LinkedIn communities functioning as communities of practice [12]? What is the relationship between professional identity and content in the posting practices? What is the information value a professional do get from the contents of those Forums? The forums investigated use inside access procedures in which users are introduced to Group Managers through current group members or self-introduction. The Group Manager chooses who may access the list—sometimes with respect to society membership, such as with the IEEE communication.
and Academy of Management (AOM) forums. Sometimes the choice is made based on the profile of the person requesting access.

We approached the problem of understanding lifelong learning in LinkedIn forums from a multidisciplinary perspective, bringing together sociology, consumer behaviour and grounded theory. This multidisciplinary of social science literature forms a basis for this approach, as we consider professionals as individuals acting within a professional social space. The consumer behaviour can be seen through professional behaviour among professionals and academics being active within a virtual market place. The sociological view of constructed identity of individuals according to Singly [13] permits one to consider a LinkedIn group member as an individual active in both physical and virtual social life. So, there is no contrast between online and offline learning behaviours for LinkedIn group members. Rather, these spaces are understood as inherently linked together. Further more, the consumer behaviour literature gives us insights for defining virtual communities [14], loyalty [15] and trust [16].

Virtual Communities and Individual Participants

According to Rheingold [14] a virtual community can be considered as an association of individuals sharing content based on similar interests. Extended discussion within these virtual community forums include a feeling component [14], which can be understood as the more one posts in forums, the more one feels touched by the discussions, themes, or comments left by other members. Based on Rheingold’s analysis, a member should be more concerned by his or her personal investment within a social media forum. Individuals translate their feelings into a form of continuous virtual social actions as seen in their posts to the forums. Relationships among members should grow deeper [14].

Through LinkedIn, virtual communities that focus on professional content have no formal time for an introduction phase. [14]. Members get to know each other through the content and presentation of their posts and the contents of their profiles. So, does this really differ compared to a face to face “introduction phase” within a physical social space, like a conference? What is the relationship between feelings and professional communication? Could Aristotle’s notion of pathos explain it adequately?

Constructed Identity, and LinkedIn “Procedure”

A member of a virtual group participates in a discussion [17] that represents value production in form of social action. Or professionals or academics search for information across existing discussions [18] according to Muniz and O’Guinn within brand communities. Mackiewicz [19] treated the co-construction of credibility within product feed-back forums. Credibility can be attributed directly to the dialog among members of a LinkedIn group. Participating as a member of a discussion forum, asking questions and searching for information illustrate a general lifelong form of learning behaviour. So, LinkedIn groups can be considered as virtual learning spaces that represent a professional and academic credibility [19] among their members.

In the Consumer Behaviour literature from the field of Marketing, the relationship between online and offline experiences has not yet been adequately resolved or generally accepted. According to Wang and Benbasat, individuals bring their computer mediated or virtual interactions into the physical spaces around them [20]. Therefore, LinkedIn Group members can be seen as individuals being present through their social identities based on physical life experiences [13]. They are acting within social virtual spaces in including social rules [21]. So, a LinkedIn member does act as an individual based on his own real life and virtual experiences and therefore, his own learning experiences. This means also that professionals and academics are aware that learning behaviour of as a LinkedIn member participating in a group discussion may differ from behaviours generally used in a face-to-face class, for example because of the affordances offered by the online platform.

Although, the same person participates in both types of social spaces (physical and/or virtual), the opportunities and social structure of the context affect possibilities and choices for learning behaviours. So, a LinkedIn group member can be considered as a “whole” social identity. Therefore, we do not distinguish virtual and physical learning behaviour from the point of view of constructed identity of an individual. In effect, an individual sits in front of his Computer, iPad, iPhone or any other technology based communication tool and learns from a LinkedIn Group’s Contents. This offers an example of the actions from the virtual world playing out as part of the “physical social life”. So the “Procedure” of access and participation within a LinkedIn Group can be considered as part of a social constructed identity of an individual, as well as a socially constructed learning behaviour. Consequently, the learning experience is part of a socially constructed identity and may explain the “how and what” within a LinkedIn group.

Loyalty and Trust within Virtual Social Spaces

Active participation of individual members within forums can be compared to brand loyalty [15]. As shown in the introduction, a professional summary can be understood part of a constructed brand identity. Brand loyalty can be seen through frequent exchanges among professionals and academics within the LinkedIn groups. Loyalty can be seen through the use of the “Follow” function. This means that individuals are loyal to certain influencers. This loyalty can be seen as the number of
appearance of posts and comments left within a group. This does not mean that LinkedIn members agree automatically with the content of LinkedIn influencers.

LinkedIn members show they are impressed with others when they choose to use the “Follow” function. This signals that they are interested in receiving and engaging with regular contents coming from those “influencers”. This social action can be understood as a parallel to brand loyalty.

For example, once a client likes to consume Apple products and services, he or she is showing brand loyalty. As we explained that a professional profile can be considered as a constructed brand identity, the regular consultancy of certain professionals and their posts and comments can be understood as a consumer behaviour as in brand loyalty [15] literature. It represents social action in form of economic implications – the more a professional or academic is “viewed” by others, the more he is visible to potential clients. According to Shang and al. (2006) [15] a client leaving his posts on a forum about a product being part of a brand is more connected to the brand. This connection can translate into deeper feelings in regard to the brand, product change and social image of the brand. This is the same with Professionals and Academics being frequently active within professional Forums. Further on, classic Marketing Literature [22] give more details in regard to a proper creation of communities and the strategies that have to be developed for managing those. So, according to Jellet (2003) [22] from the company’s perspective, the client is to be seen as an active person taking an active part in the production of brand value. Reichheld and Teal (1996) [23] call it the “Loyalty Effect” that represents constant revenue to a firm [24]. Consequently, Individuals are loyal to certain brands and group members of a social space are loyal to certain LinkedIn groups. So, we may compare the user behaviour here to the branding literature coming from the field of Marketing. Professionals and academics look for business opportunities and professional networking within their field on the LinkedIn platform. For example, professionals get known, diffuse their expertise and discuss with people from all over the world. The needs of an educational market, for instance, can be identified directly through the discussions within a group. From the Marketing field, we know that about 78% of consumer evaluations in virtual social spaces are trusted [25] in regard to a product, service or brand. That means that a learning content treated within a social space, such as within a LinkedIn group, is more trusted with regards to contents diffused in a physical classroom, from the very beginning of a virtual group debate.

Credibility is a combination of expertise and trustworthiness [26]. Mackiewicz [19] treated the notion of trustworthiness from the technical communication side. One of her components of credibility within product feedback forums is described as situated trustworthiness in the form of technical communication strategies. These include quantity of users, review quality, recognitions and length of time as a site member. But it does not teach us something about the “how and what” professionals and academics may trust within a social professional space. Professional learning credibility of research groups within LinkedIn is given through the pre-selection process. Mackiewicz [19] does not integrate any pre-processes of online product reviews in her study. Furthermore, we know that sometimes individuals trust virtual sales in comparison to physical ones [12]. So, the existence of a level of trust among members being part of the same LinkedIn group can be inferred.

Further on, the economic learning impact is huge, as LinkedIn Groups have a very high number of members and the ability to get in touch with individuals on a worldwide [21] basis. Consequently, as professionals we have to understand the “how and what” of learning behaviour within a LinkedIn Forum based on loyalty and trust. This “how and what” approach is interesting because of the economic potential for business and professional networking opportunities available in LinkedIn.

**METHODOLOGY**

Our methodology frame includes grounded theory [19]. It is an inductive reasoning research approach according to Saunders and al. (2007) [28]. From specific LinkedIn debates within Professional and Academic Forums we try to give some general insights. Based on our main Research Question of “How and What Professionals and academics do learn from LinkedIn Forums”, we had to choose a summary format [28] to be able to give first general professional practical insights. We do remind that this is a work in progress paper. So, due to the huge quantity of raw data, the choice of the inductive research approach was reasonable. Our research objective is to give first practical insights to Technical Communication Industry, as well to the Business and Learning Industry.

Three researchers are members of different research groups on LinkedIn. So, six qualitative research groups have been selected. Because of personal professional research interest, we chose: QRCA (Qualitative Research Discussion), Qualitative Marketing Researchers and Professors, Qualitative 360 – The Innovative Hub for Qualitative Research, Online Qualitative Research Forum, The Qualitative Market Research Forum and Nvivo Users Group. The following table is illustrating the number of members of each Forum and therefore giving a potential of a 29,771 individuals long life learning market potential.

**TABLE 1. ILLUSTRATION OF ECONOMIC POTENTIAL THROUGH SCOPE OF MEMBERSHIP FOR LIFELONG LEARNERS**
One of our research group members worked with participant observation during a 5 month period, using observation and note taking. The rest of our research team observed for a period of one month and data for this study have been collected from the different discussions during this time period. The observation notes have completed results, but due to repetition in the data, the collection phase was limited to one month. The following Figure is showing an example of collected data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LinkedIn Discussion Forum</th>
<th>Number of Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QRCA</td>
<td>8,401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative Marketing Researchers and Professors</td>
<td>5,238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative 360 – The Innovative Hub for Qualitative Research</td>
<td>2,417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Market Research Forum</td>
<td>2,609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Qualitative Market Research Forum</td>
<td>8,097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nvivo Users Group</td>
<td>3,009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Netnography method [29-32] was used for analysis. So, 69 posts have been retained, each containing 2 general discussion themes, on average. We begin with compiling corpora of the forum contents. LinkedIn labels like “New Discussions” and “Still Active Discussions” permitted us to distinguish between new and continuous debates. During the one-month’s study, we only added new comments to the Database. Then the extra-textual features were removed. So, we eliminated visual data and tool features provided by the LinkedIn platform, including “like,” and “private reply” functions. So, the written post data represents a 80 page file. In addition, we created a second corpus file, which included only the titles of the announced discussions. During the observation period, an Excel file was created, containing the number of social interactions linked to discussion group themes, references given, the type of long life learning support and whether there are job announcements. Patterns for types of learning support include social interaction behaviours that could be identified.

Further on, we used an open source program to deal with the information as a corpus, and counted the frequency of words [32] within the 80 pages file combining the 30 days of collected posts. This phase served as a control in identifying learning patterns. This process permitted us to understand connections between content and identity present in this lifelong form of learning for members of these forums—where academics and practitioners can learn about the latest technology based research processes. Therefore, both academics and practitioners can develop their skills to become up to date with technology-based tools as support for developing their research.

This corpus approach focusing on frequency of vocabulary use permits us to identify patterns, which can help us understand the connection between content and identity present in this lifelong form of learning. Additionally, we realize a cross-member check of our data and identified patterns could have been confirmed.

Finally, we analysed 65 LinkedIn groups including social interactions in form of 246 comments and 134 “likes.” In all these categories, social interactions have most frequently occurred in the form of interactive debates. So, a high frequency of social interactions in form of comments and/or “likes” is directly connected to them. The length of comments varied substantially, with the average message length being 25 words long. Approximately 5 % of the 246 comments left within these Forums were longer than 250 words in length. These longer messages are considered as themes within the forum.

We had no support coming from literature in regard to Lifelong learning within LinkedIn Groups. Therefore, our grounded theory approach helped us to stay “open minded” and focus on the qualitative side of the study, especially results emerging directly from the sets of data we collected in this virtual social space.

**LIFELONG LEARNING EXPERIENCE PATTERNS**

As this a work in progress paper, three (3) general lifelong learning experience patterns in LinkedIn forums have been identified. These patterns illustrate the approaches to learning behaviour contained in their titles and give first answers to our main research question of the “How and What Professionals and Researchers do learn from LinkedIn Forums?”. We named them: a) “Help me out and let’s learn together”; b) “Technical Features Learning Centre”; and c) “Social Networking Learning Platform.” So, we propose an approach to understanding
LinkedIn forums as communities that share content and are socially willing to interact around that content.

The learning experience can be seen here as an individual willingness to share and exchange knowledge or information within the online group. In this context, a comment from an individual is not seen as an “expert opinion”, but rather, as a social contribution to a whole group discussion context.

We see our long life learning experience patterns as behaviours supporting lifelong learning that a LinkedIn forum user can experience within these virtual social spaces. In the beginning of our study, we considered the LinkedIn platform as a frequently used European professional platform. Through the job posts, we learned that Forum members come from all over the world, not only Europe. Some of them represent a very high rate of “American” memberships, like the Qualitative Market Research Forum, or the QRCA. Although, we did not include job post debates in our analysis, it helped us, to learn more about international culture presences on the LinkedIn platform. We omitted the job seeking posts because we did not see it as the primary interest for joining a LinkedIn Research Group.

One interesting point between LinkedIn exchanges and conferences is that the interaction may differ completely from a Face to Face Research Conference setting where attendees listen to speeches of “experts” within their fields. Exchanges are debates, but the expert’s opinion will generally carry a higher weight and thus be perceived differently from the other participants. This form of expert to non-expert communication was found with “single announcement” Forums, directly connected to links leading to Books, Manager Research Implications Articles, or Research Studies. These links are certainly read, but in most of the cases, there are no comments, or “likes” left in response to one-way communication efforts. Rather, the key learning interactions on LinkedIn forums were observed in the three life long learning patterns we found initially. These patterns are described in detail below:

I. “Help me out and Let’s learn together”

In this learning behaviour pattern, general themes, like open research questions, are discussed and shared. A typical question might be:

“What are your recommendations for Web Streaming from a facility not using the usual suspects?” or “What are the New Qualitative Methods Tendencies?” Or “Listen, I do have the following client Research Issue... what is your opinion about...?”

The content in contributions are often tested and tried in the writer’s context, whether they are based on their own research and practical experiences, or secondary sources such as books, articles or other references. The evolution of these kinds of debates can be reminiscent of “simple brainstorming” sessions. Compared to a face to face classroom, launching ideas and describing them would be a learning experience tool with a limited context. But brainstorming in a limited context rarely elicits direct secondary source references, or proven learning experiences. However, this is the case within the LinkedIn virtual research forums we observed here.

Initial posts usually contain concrete research problems, leading to specific exchanges around possible solutions and implications, which is then shared socially through the different comments emerging from different contexts in which each forum member participates. This includes using secondary references for debate and engagement of key issues. Many comments also use the simple and quick “Like” function, to demonstrate “the same opinion” as a form of social action. So, the combination of these uses of comments, content and features together in LinkedIn forums illustrates that a member of a group receives support and learning opportunities not from an individual helper, but a socially collective community.

Every member shares together in the process of life-long learning. This can take different forms such as reading the forum content, participating by commenting directly or leaving an opinion in the form of agreement through the “like” function. Learning experiences emerge here as forum members participate and discover new references together. Members learn together about emerging research themes that represent common interests of the LinkedIn group.

II. “Technical Features Learning Centre”

Qualitative methods can include a pool of different technology based tools, especially by practicing different methods of Social Media Research that rely on technology. See, the following example:

Hi Casey, 

We have a dedicated ipad app that would likely work for what you described above. Feel free to message me and I can arrange a demo. 

Kind Regards,

Gilles Gauthier

VP Product Development

itacks

Like (1) Reply privately Flag as inappropriate 5 months ago

Cas B. likes this

Norma A. 

Norma A. Mendoza, PhD

MerKadoTekna Research and Consulting LLC

I would also be interested - does it require internet connection once it is downloaded? 

Like (1) Reply privately Flag as inappropriate 5 months ago

Sharon S. likes this

Lisa

Lisa Bertelsen

Partner at Chatter, Inc.


So, new technology based research tool debates occur with high frequency and large scale sharing. Members participate, for example, by suggesting new tools and letting members discuss different aspects related to their application and usefulness in answering research questions. So, LinkedIn members learn about cutting edge technology based tools used for emerging research methods, how they function, and what are the related benchmarks for both effective technology use and learning about qualitative research methods.

This lifelong learning pattern is reminiscent of “Frequently Asked Questions” or other quick help functions that users of new technologies may find on an official Company’s Website. But those product-focused help forums can be understood as single content in nature, due to their focus on the product and users of that product. In contrast, on LinkedIn forums, we find that a large variety of learning needs for technology support for researchers today are addressed. Those debates give a good market picture of technology based research tools and methods related to consumer needs.

III. “Social Network Learning Platform”

The last lifelong learning pattern focuses on networking, but not in the sense of a “Job Seeking” Networking function. Although it sometimes happens that “private replies through the system” may lead to job changes, this is not verified here. Instead, this pattern focuses on issues like the following set of common problems:

"I have to realize the following job for a client and I search a contact to support me in realizing a part of my project...", or “Do you know someone in the industry of...”, or “Who is interested in writing a Colorado Book Chapter...”, etc.

So, in effect, the LinkedIn platforms create a space where learning experiences pass directly through the LinkedIn social networking platform. Social interactions are shared and visible to all members of the group, so individuals may get to know other people and learn more about their research competencies and areas of experience and expertise. This can be understood as a space for developing “transactive memory systems” in which forum members, much like virtual team members in organizations, develop an understanding of knowledge in terms of learning and knowing about other participants’ expertise [33]. These lifelong learning experiences can be assimilated to an address book/knowledge reference database or other form of extended reference storage, adding all kinds of qualitative information to contacts through observing their participation and interacting with them in LinkedIn forums. In this case, information shared and learned by any member of the Group is constructed through collective social actions. The lifelong learning experience represents a high economic value here, as you may learn about new contacts and extend your network through the addition of marginally related researchers, who may be from other fields. The importance of such an extended network is examined by Granovetter (1983), as he argues for the strength of weak ties [34] in the context of diffusion of innovation, suggesting that innovative ideas emerge from interactions with weak ties or peripherally related people. LinkedIn forums which are multi-disciplinary by nature offer the opportunity for academics to develop large numbers of weak ties, and even create transactive memory systems out of weak tie relationships with researchers across traditional disciplinary lines. This opportunity is even richer, as the member base of LinkedIn forums represent worldwide researchers with a large quantity of research collaborations for a variety of research areas and connections from research to business.

LIFELONG EXPERIENCE LEARNINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

LinkedIn Forum participations offers three key opportunities for lifelong learning—getting help with immediate problems, learning about the latest technology, and building professional networks with the “strength of weak ties” [34]. These practical professional insights are very important for any social reputation and representation of Professionals and Academics. A recent Professional Consumption Report 2014 [35] from LinkedIn concurs with and can be understood as triangulating our preliminary findings. This report was not available at the time we worked on this project.

In observing how people engaged with these opportunities, we found some practical learning insights with regard to lifelong learning behaviour. They can be considered as a series of Manager’s implications:

- Avoid “single announcements” with direct links to any kind of membership’s connected references. They may be perceived as a different kind of advertisement for books, or other publications. In most of the cases, they are “punished” by the virtual community by a lack of participation.

- Integrate publications, and expert opinions directly in a debate in the form of a comment. It gets even more professionally credible, if a different member uses your publication.
LinkedIn platforms, like other virtual forums, permit a continuous learning experience. A recent professional consumption report 2014 [35] from LinkedIn says that "On average, they spend about 1 workday (8 hours per week) consuming professionally relevant content as a way to educate themselves on their industry news and trends." New and emerging practices and issues in any field of research can be discussed quickly from all over the world. Understanding how these practices are diffused throughout academia as a global endeavour can be further investigated through designing research studies to examine weak ties and transactive memory systems as elements of both global and local knowledge diffusion practices emerging from the forums. Figure 9 demonstrates how LinkedIn presents itself as a professional social media tool supporting the construction of professional brand identity.

Figure 9: Construction of Brand Identity within LinkedIn. (Source: LinkedIn Consumption Content Report 2014)

The role of local culture in the diffusion of knowledge practices and the development of transactive memory systems [35] would also be interesting ways to develop a further understanding of effects that culture may have on interactions around knowledge, emerging research methods and technologies in these cross disciplinary research forums. Situating LinkedIn in terms of the transactive memory system literature would be an interesting place to start developing effective questions for better understanding the social aspects of lifelong learning in LinkedIn forums.

We conclude that our results represent general exploratory lifelong experience patterns that are partly confirmed by an external professional report [36] from LinkedIn. Further comparisons focused on including other professional platforms would also be useful for future directions in understanding the potential and actual impacts of these LinkedIn Forums. Also, further research focused on more nationally located social media Platforms may bring some culture insights related to knowledge as well. Companies may be interested in further investigations of the economic impact of Forums before launching specific Company-wide discussion groups on professional social spaces. LinkedIn groups provide links and show patterns of how people make meaning, and therefore, demand a process for “content management” from the Company’s side. Let us finish our paper with the following illustration of practical applications for our preliminary findings about LinkedIn groups. When we downloaded the LinkedIn report, we got the following suggestion directly in our private mailbox:

![LinkedIn Marketing Solutions in 30 Seconds](image)

“LinkedIn is a key platform for us in being able to reach quality consumer or business professionals.”

Rod Strother,
Director, Digital and Social Centre of Excellence, Lenovo

Figure 10: Illustrating Practical Applications for using LinkedIn as a marketing tool (Source: Author’s personal mailbox, (14/07/07)

Figure 10 shows LinkedIn’s business strategy as trying to use lifelong learning processes and the data and content generated from participating on this social media cite for marketing purposes. However, as we suggested earlier, lifelong learning has broader implications at the societal level when it is done is public, in a group where both content related and general user action data can be collected and used to give the corporation who owns it an advantage in the market. So Technical Communicators and Marketers alike should consider how new skills as well as shared content learning spaces affect professional ethos, the ability to build effective networks and get global recognition for future employees. For future employers, the focus is moving towards finding effective ways of using LinkedIn as a recruitment and hiring tool. All of these ways for using LinkedIn are both affected by, and reflect lifelong learning processes and their current, as well as potential impacts on society.
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